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Situation 

Microsoft does not have a reputation as an innovative force. At least, not since the word 

“Apple” became synonymous with “wow, this is amazing”. By the early 2000’s, many users in 

the younger generations considered Microsoft to be a dinosaur, slowly lumbering along and not 

really successfully doing much in terms of moving the bar. 

Microsoft, for their part, seemed to be mostly ok with that. They had their niche market – 

white collar executives and companies – and their forays into new products had fallen mostly 

flat. Their mergers and acquisitions through 2015 had been nearly exclusively smaller software 

companies and a little bit of artificial intelligence (Microsoft Corp. "Acquisition History."). They 

hadn’t caught the “new technology” wave that Facebook, Google and Apple had, nor did they 

seem to be in a huge hurry to do so. They were dangerously stagnant, and Microsoft CEO Satya 

Nadella was looking for a way to change that. 

Nadella recognized the market movement towards engaging consumers at a more 

personal level through social media type platforms. He also recognized that Microsoft had no 

successful stake in the quickly expanding and highly lucrative social media business - especially 

not one that targeted its core users. It was not necessarily for lack of trying - Microsoft’s most 

adventurous attempt at building a social media platform was the purchase of “Yammer”, a 
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generally acknowledge dismal failure which CMS Wire journalist David Lavenda described 

through his narration: 

 

The companies that we work with are happy with Yammer itself but are struggling to get 

people to adopt to it as a social platform. Most of the companies that we work with are 

SharePoint shops and have Yammer in their roadmaps… but it’s a bit of a struggle to get 

people to jump on board. (Roe, 2014). 

 

Simply put, Microsoft had not figured out how to break into social media for their core 

users. LinkedIn, however, had. 

The LinkedIn platform focused nearly exclusively on white collar users similar to 

Microsoft’s user base, and Microsoft was not unaware that LinkedIn had quietly built what they 

called, “the world’s largest and most valuable professional network” (Microsoft Corp. 

"Microsoft to Acquire LinkedIn”). 

The idea of joining of Microsoft and LinkedIn defines the concept of “adapt or die” that 

so clearly directs the tech and media industries right now. They both needed each other. The 

benefits to Microsoft were numerous: they gained access to the hot social media market (which 

they had not been successful in joining), they spent cash that needed spending, and they 

strengthened and restructured their poorly performing mobile platform. 

For its part, LinkedIn needed the muscle that Microsoft could provide. Microsoft had 

$100 billion in cash and short-term investments as well as an ideal position in the enterprise 

market segment. LinkedIn had also struggled with growing its user base and revenues and 

recognized the need to move beyond a platform where users merely posted resumes to a platform 
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where their 400 million members could interact and engage with colleagues and companies 

(Wade, 2016). The acquisition would allow LinkedIn to massively scale their reach and 

engagement, creating value for both consumers and investors alike. 

 I chose this topic because it so clearly demonstrates the necessity of large tech and media 

companies to constantly be looking for opportunities to change and adjust. I was also keenly 

interested in it because it was so mutually beneficial. Not only did Microsoft need LinkedIn – 

LinkedIn needed Microsoft. 

The potential for synergy remains as obvious now as it was then. That potential is why, in 

February of 2016, Linkedin CEO Jeff Wiener and Nadella met to discuss the future of the two 

companies. 

 

Key Events 

• February, 2016: LinkedIn CEO Jeff Weiner and Microsoft CEO Satya Nadella meet to 

discuss increasing collaboration between the two companies for mutual benefit, and the 

idea of a joining of forces is raised. 

• March, 2016: Salesforce CEO Marc Benioff meets with Weiner to discuss the acquisition 

of LinkedIn. LinkedIn hires investment banker Qatalyst to manage and broker the sale. 

• April, 2016: Salesforce submits its first nonbinding offer of interest at $160-165/share. 

• May, 2016: Microsoft submits a nonbinding offer of interest at $160/share. The bidding 

war begins 

• June, 2016: Microsoft and LinkedIn agree to a price of $196/share. The $26.2 billion deal 

is announced via a joint press release on June 13, 2016 (Microsoft-LinkedIn Timeline, 

2019). 
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Profile 

In February of 2016, Wiener and Nadella met to discuss how LinkedIn’s commercial ties 

blended will with Microsoft’s, and how the two companies might work closely together for 

mutual benefit. During that meeting, the option of a merger or acquisition presented itself, and 

Wiener responded by beginning the exploration of a formal sale of LinkedIn. 

Within two months, the wheels were quickly turning. Weiner did not solely court 

Microsoft, although that appears to be where the idea’s impetus was formed. Although LinkedIn 

did not publicly disclose all bidders who responded to the potential for sale, they did entertain 

inquiries from at least 4 major buyers, widely rumored to be Salesforce, Google, Facebook and 

one other (Microsoft-LinkedIn Timeline, 2019). 

The discussion began to gain attention in the tech world, drawing the big dogs to the 

table. In March, 2016, LinkedIn management took meetings with Salesforce CEO Marc Benioff 

as well as Microsoft and Google executives. Salesforce eventually emerged as the leading 

competition to Microsoft, and LinkedIn packaged its sales project with investment bankers 

Qatalyst Partners, who officially begin discussions with all major players (Microsoft-LinkedIn 

Timeline, 2019). 

By the beginning of April, several potential buyers (including Facebook) had bowed out 

leaving Salesforce, Microsoft and Google at the buyers table. By the middle of April, less than 3 

months after the first discussion of a merger or acquisition surfaced, LinkedIn had completed due 

diligence calls with Salesforce, Microsoft and Google. They were all interested, and they all had 

money. Salesforce’s non-binding offer was first to the table: $160-165 per share as a cash/stock 

deal with up to 50% cash. Google quickly bowed out, but in the first week of May, Microsoft 
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submitted its own offer for essentially the same price – but all cash. The bidding war between 

Salesforce and Microsoft was just beginning. 

For the next two months, attorneys, CFOs and CEOs met and numbers were passed back 

and forth numerous times. In the end, it was Nadella and Weiner at the table again, with 

Microsoft agreeing to pay $196 per share of LinkedIn, all cash, in a deal valued at $26.2 billion. 

On June 13, 2016, the deal was inked and announced by both companies. 

 

Analysis 

There were several major management decisions made which directly demonstrate the 

axioms and concepts discussed in this course. 

Change is constant. The fact that Microsoft’s business model as a young company did not 

immediately guarantee its success in 2016 is predictable. LinkedIn observed similar difficulty in 

sustained growth. Where it had built an enormous user base, it faced a serious crisis without 

updating their services. The market for both companies had changed; their user bases wanted 

something different. 

As the managers of their respective companies, Weiner and Nadella knew that 

successfully leading their companies mandated change. In a New York Times article, journalist 

Nick Wingfield went so far as to say: 

 

(The acquisition) is also further evidence that Satya Nadella, Microsoft’s chief executive, 

sees the company’s future further and further removed from the PC software that once 

helped the company’s co-founder Bill Gates turn Microsoft into the world’s most 

valuable company. (Wingfield, 2016) 
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It was that responsibility to act which ultimately led to the joining of forces. There was 

no other choice, really. Inaction equals oblivion, and the fact that Weiner and Nadella met in 

February 2016 to discuss their business relationship demonstrated that they both recognize this 

basic axiom.  

I was very impressed with the way both companies chose to align resources in an 

effective, efficient manner. Microsoft allowed LinkedIn to maintain its “distinct brand, culture 

and independence”, which proved vital to a successful combining of companies (Tweedie, 2016). 

Weiner’s recognition that LinkedIn needed to sell for the sake of longevity was a crucial 

management decision. He recognized the hurdles LinkedIn faced and also the limitations of his 

platform. And while it can be said that, “When you’re big, you buy”, perhaps it can also be said, 

“When you’re big, you sell”. At least in the case of this acquisition, that was LinkedIn’s best 

option for growth as a platform. 

Nadella’s refusal to let LinkedIn go to Salesforce, however, may have been the most 

consequential management decision made during the entire process. The joining of LinkedIn and 

Microsoft represented a significant competitor to Salesforce because of LinkedIn’s alignment 

with Microsoft’s Dynamics Cloud business (Wade, 2016). It is possible Salesforce saw the 

opportunity to purchase LinkedIn as a defensive move as much as an offensive (growth) move. 

 

Outlook 

This acquisition worked for several reason, not the least of which is the fact that it was 

fully supported by executive offices at both LinkedIn and Microsoft. It was not a “gobble you 

up” acquisition that bred discontent and anger. To the contrary, the media managers in both 
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companies saw the need to create more value to their consumers and recognized the potential to 

do so. The more congenial nature of the acquisition aided in combining users and encouraging 

their user base to also support the merger, so to speak. With a more confrontational merger, it is 

likely that both LinkedIn and Microsoft would have seen a dip in users and certainly a resistance 

by loyalists to either brand to support the new structure. 

Weiner’s handling of the acquisition from a personnel manager was brilliant. He spent 

time with employees, listened to their concerns and share insights about the move. He wrote an 

open letter to employees that included such messages as “we’ve only just begun to realize our 

full potential and purpose”, “what we do matters, and matters more than ever” and the 

reassurance that “Given our ability to operate independently, little is expected to change” 

(Weiner, 2016). 

Nadella made a similar move, releasing his own letter to employees (addressed to: 

“Team”) and championing the acquisition of LinkedIn: “This deal brings together the world's 

leading professional cloud with the world's leading professional network.” (Rosoff, 2016). 

 The two companies immediately set forth to clearly and publicly defined both the areas 

they were alike and the areas they were different - and how those areas complemented each 

other. This was another brilliant move for consumer and investor buying. It gave their user base 

and investors a clear understanding of the vision behind the acquisition. Their marketing material 

clearly identified the goal of the acquisition: A common mission centered on empowering people 

and organizations, connecting the professional work, and creating more connected, intelligent 

and productive experiences (Microsoft Corp, 2016). While that was effective, the material also 

identified how LinkedIn and Microsoft were individually situated and uniquely qualified to meet 

that vision based on the merger. 
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(Microsoft, 2016) 

 

The enormous talent gained by Microsoft from the acquisition cannot be overlooked. 

Aside from the immediate enlargement of the talent pool by bringing LinkedIn into the fold, 

Microsoft also added LinkedIn founder Reid Hoffman to its board less than a year after the 

move. 

Hoffman’s resume is a case study in media management in and of itself, but includes 

notable executive and leadership roles at businesses including socialnet.com, Facebook, Paypal, 

Groupon, Dropbox and many, many others (Hempel, 2017). His experience and leadership have 

gone far in Microsoft’s turnaround, and his board appointment was a significant benefit of the 

acquisition. 
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From a purely monetary perspective, the acquisition seems like a home run as well. As 

CNBC reporter Jordan Novet recently pointed out: 

 

In the most recent quarter LinkedIn revenue grew 27%, faster than any other major 

product or service category. LinkedIn remains the most expensive acquisition Microsoft 

has ever done in its 44-year history, at $27 billion, but the business social network is 

making an impact -- in the four most recent quarters it has contributed $6.38 billion in 

revenue, or more than 5% of Microsoft’s total revenue. (Novet, 2019) 

 

 Today, Microsoft’s stock price is up 158% over their stock price in June 2016. The 

acquisition did not do that alone, but it sure did help. 

 

Afterthought 

While no acquisition or merger ever goes perfectly, this particular case seems like it 

should be in the top 5 of successful acquisitions. Both managers were highly engaged. They 

recognized the rapidly changing environment in which they operated. They responded to 

consumer demands for change and positioned their companies for growth and longevity. They 

communicated will with investors and employees and did will to articulate the benefit to all. In 

my opinion, this was a well-executed and highly profitable acquisition. 
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